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DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER

Present edition of our catalogue is devoted to the most exclusive hotels 
& villas throughout Greece renowned for an infinite level of provided 
services, a genuine hospitality, their inherent unique spark and 
continual striving for the ideal. That’s why we use to compare them with 
the diamond – a truly luxury material with superlative qualities, which it 
obtains once and forever.

Adhering the principle less is more we have carefully selected for you just a few but the 
most outstanding hotels & villas out of thousands inns situated all over Greece to ensure 
your vacation in these picturesque country is one-of-a-kind experience. Our brilliant 
collection of 76 gems allows you to choose from a wide range of deluxe options and 
services depending on your needs and interests. 

In our catalogue you can find offers for every taste. Spacious resorts with numerous endless 
recreation and sports possibilities, secluded luxury villas with private bays, business 
oriented city hotels and the most advanced wellness hotels with end-to-end spa services.
 
Our luxury travel specialists instantly visited each of those incredible properties enjoying to 
the full all available amenities, seeking for special quirks and getting certain about highest 
level of services offered. And now we are glad to share our experience with you. 

Just have a look at our diamond collection of hotels and you will surely 
get inspired with them.
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Cape Sounio Grecotel Exclusive Resort

Grand Resort Lagonissi

Four Seasons Astir Palace Hotel, Athens

ATTICA
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Amanzoe

Mandola Rosa Grecotel Luxury Resort

The Romanos, a Luxury Collection Resort

The Westin Resort Costa Navarino

Riviera Olympia & Aqua Park Grecotel
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Istoria, A Member Of Design Hotels, Santorini

Mystique, A Luxury Collection Hotel, Santorini

The Nafsika Estate, Santorini

Vedema, A Luxury Collection Resort, Santorini

Santo Maris Oia Luxury Suites & Spa

Porto Zante Villas & Spa

SANTORINI

ZAKYNTHOS

Amada Colossos Resort

Elysium Resort & Spa

Esperos Village Blue & Spa

Lux Me Rhodos Grecotel Lux Me Resort

Sentido Port Royal Villas & Spa
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Kenshō Boutique Hotel & Suites

Kenshō Psarou

Myconian Avaton

Myconian Imperial Resort

Myconian Utopia Relais Châteaux Resort

Myconian Villa Collection

Mykonos Blu Grecotel Exclusive Resort

Royal Myconian

Santa Marina Resort & Villas, Mykonos
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Ikos Aria

Kos Imperial Thalasso Grecotel Luxury Resort
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Acrotel Athena Residence

Acrotel Athena Villa

Avaton Luxury Villas Resort

Danai Beach Resort & Villas

Eagles Palace

Eagles Villas

Ikos Oceania

Ikos Olivia

Pomegranate Wellness Spa Hotel

Porto Sani

Sani Beach

Sani Asterias

Sani Club

Sani Dunes
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Abaton Island Resort & Spa

Amirandes Grecotel Exclusive Resort

Caramel Boutique Grecotel Exclusive Resort

Blue Palace, A Luxury Collection Resort & Spa

Creta Palace Grecotel Luxury Resort

Daios Cove Luxury Resort & Villas

Domes Noruz Chania, Autograph Collection

Domes of Elounda, Autograph Collection

Elounda Bay Palace

Elounda Beach Hotel & Villas

Elounda Peninsula All Suite Hotel

Elounda Mare Hotel, Relais & Châteaux

Louis Creta Princess

Lux Me White Palace Grecotel Lux Me Resort

Minos Beach Art Hotel

Minos Palace Hotel & Suites

Nana Beach Hotel

Nana Princess Suites, Villas & Spa

Porto Elounda Golf & Spa Resort

Out Of The Blue, Capsis Elite Resort

St. Nicolas Bay Resort Hotel

Thalassa Luxury Villas
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Angsana Corfu

Corfu Imperial Grecotel Exclusive Resort

Domes Miramare, A Luxury Collection Resort

Ikos Dassia

Louis Corcyra Beach

Kontokali Bay Resort & Spa

Lux Me Daphnila Bay Dassia

Primasol Louis Ionian Sun

Marbella Corfu Hotel

Marbella Nido Suite Hotel & Villas
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ABOUT US
Beleon is multifaceted group of companies, targeted to connoisseurs of truly deluxe 
services.

We don’t strive to cover all existing derivations of travel industry rather concentrating 
our long-term experience and array of available assets on creation of truly tailor-made 
vacations, organization of MICE events of any level of complexity as well as ensuring our 
clientele with exceptional transportation options on land, on water and in the air.

We are a team of trusted & passionate travel specialists who create customized luxury 
journeys in Greece & Cyprus - world’s most cozy nooks.

WE WORK DIFFERENTLY

We are not only committed to providing you with an unforgettable and inspiring trip. When 
you travel with us, you can feel confident knowing a 24/7 assistance is granted, available 
to accommodate your wishes and needs.

Further proof of the professionalism of Beleon Group is the recognition of quality of our 
services by Greek authorities, our partners, as well as various local and international 
organizations. Among the latest achievements the most notable are the titles of “Greece's 
Leading Travel Agency 2018” and “Greece’s Leading DMC 2018” obtained by member 
of our holding Beleon Tours Travel Company at World Travel Awards, and the award for 
significant contribution to the development of the luxury segment of the Greek tourism, 
that Beleon Group was honored at Diamonds of the Greek Economy Awards 2018.
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LET US GUIDE YOU 
TO THE WORLD OF LUXURY

VIP services 
& luxury leisure

Weddings in style 
& special events

Preferred luxury 
hotels & villas

Yacht, jet 
& helicopter rental

Tailor-made
tours

Luxury car 
& mini van rental

Concierge
service

Full spectrum 
of MICE services



IMAGINATION

You`ve possibly dreamed about 
truly fantastic place to see

012 - 013



EMBODIMENT

We will translate 
your dreams into reality



UNIQUENESS
Amongst our offers you will never find 

any packaged solutions or any set dates either

TAILORING
Every one of our trips is designed and scheduled 

around your own preferences and needs

014 - 015



QUALITY
What defines the inspiring quality? 

Attention to anything and everything…  even to a single detail

INSPIRATION
Our aim is not only to meet your goals in frames of a single order, 
but to leave a lasting impression of second to none cooperation 

experience inspiring you to stay with us for many long years



EXCEPTIONAL JOURNEYS

Every suggestion we make is based on our personal experiences
We make you experience the destinations, not just see them

We create trips that are perfect for you

016 - 017



AUTHENTIC HOSPITALITY

We use to pay a great attention to your remarks and comments
We can enumerate all pluses and minuses of each hotel with ease

We are self-sufficient and we offer you precise services meeting your requirements 



VIP services & luxury leisure
Get inspired by majestic antiquity & leisure like gods have used to

Preferred luxury hotels & villas
Unparalleled collection for outstanding vacations

018 - 019



Tailor-made tours
Unique tours & getaways with unmatched quality

Full spectrum of MICE services
Professional events organization from "A" to "Z



Concierge service
Personal butler is always at your disposal 24/7 

Weddings in style & special events
Lovely creation of bridal ceremonies & romantic events

020 - 021



Yacht, jet & helicopter rental
Luxury lifestyle always & everywhere

Luxury car & mini van rental
Comfort & elegance all along the line
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INSPIRATIONAL TRAVEL EXPERIENCE
STARTS FROM SUPERB ACCOMMODATION

Choose from tens of unique options, each with its special quirks 
They have to offer just one thing in common: 

one-of-a-kind experience.



Beneath the imposing Temple of Poseidon, an alluring sanctuary 
dotted with private villas that rise along shaded, stone-paved paths 
framed by olive and pine trees. Cape Sounio is eternally serene, a 
modern interpretation of an ancient temple along the Athens Riviera. 
Exclusive bungalows and villas perfectly blend into the lush eternal 
landscape offering total peace and privacy. Whisk your family away 
this summer to a luxurious Greek getaway and savour Grecotel’s most 
creative cuisine.

capesounio.com

Cape of Myth

Attica, Greece 

CAPE SOUNIO
GRECOTEL EXCLUSIVE RESORT
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Grand Resort Lagonissi is a dreamy island like resort in the south 
suburbs of Athens with unique sea front accommodations, private 
pools and beaches, upscale facilities, scrumptious dining choices, 
holistic spa and tailored concierge services aimed to meet the desires 
of prominent guests. Renowned as one of the best luxury beach 
resorts near Athens, the resort takes summer holidays to a new level 
of indulgence. Located 45 min from the center of Athens, 22 km from 
the International Airport, the hotel is the perfect base to explore the 
Athenian Riviera.

www.grandresort.gr 

The Grand Peninsula of the Athenian Riviera

Attica, Greece 

GRAND RESORT LAGONISSI 



On the sophisticated Athens Riviera, at the tip of a pine-clad 
30-hectare (75-acre) peninsula, Four Seasons offers the best of both 
worlds: a laid-back seaside escape just 30 minutes from the historical 
city center. Discover the ideal accommodation among the prestigious 
elegancy of Arion , the dynamic see-and-be- seen vibe of Nafsika or 
the secluded beach lifestyle of the bungalows. The resort houses eight  
exciting restaurants, vibrant lounges and exclusive bars, three private 
beaches, upscale retail, and a Spa inspired by the teachings 
of Hippocrates featuring 10 treatment rooms.

www.fourseasons.com/athens

Attica, Greece

FOUR SEASONS 
ASTIR PALACE HOTEL, ATHENS

An Iconic Hideaway
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With an idyllic hilltop setting perched above the turquoise waters of the 
Ionian Sea, Angsana Corfu occupies a striking position on the western 
coast of the island. Located just 12 km south of Corfu Town and 
close to the picturesque village of Benitses, the resort is within easy 
reach of a number of must-see spots including the UNESCO World 
Heritage site of Corfu Old Town. Guests of Angsana Corfu will wake 
up immersed in the wonders of the Corfiot landscape, with a choice 
of 199 rooms, suites and villas all with stunning countryside or sea 
views. Whether you are on family holiday or a romantic retreat, a spa 
weekend or a wellness break, Angsana Corfu offers an eclectic range 
of facilities, ensuring there really is something for everyone.

www.angsana.com

Sensing the Moment

Corfu, Greece

ANGSANA CORFU

028 - 029





Grecotel Corfu Imperial is probably Greece’s most impressively 
located Resort, perched above the olive groves at the end of 
panoramic Peninsula Kommeno. A blazing new page in the legend of 
Corfu Imperial. A world of seaside olive trees, marble & palms, beach 
coves, fine dining & a lovely promenade. It is a room with a view or a 
palazzo over the water. La Bella Vita.

corfuimperial.com

La Bella Vita

Corfu, Greece

CORFU IMPERIAL
GRECOTEL EXCLUSIVE RESORT
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Domes Miramare is an elegant adult only retreat with a breathtaking 
waterfront location. Belonged to the Onassis family in the sixties 
and gone after a multimillion renovation recently. Hosted Royalties, 
Jetsetters and famous personalities around the world like Jackie’O and 
Maria Callas. With a Michelin-starred chef on the head of the cuisine it 
promises to offer a unique culinary experience. Wellness workshops or 
a walk at the UNESCO protected old town of Corfu will fill you days or 
for the ultimate indulgence you can arrange a signature boat trip with 
the luxurious Miramaretta. There is also The Haute Living Selection for 
those who seek the ultimate Luxury experience.

www.domesmiramare.com

Corfu, Greece

DOMES MIRAMARE, A LUXURY 
COLLECTION RESORT, CORFU

Hotels that define the destination
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On the gorgeous island of Corfu, contemporary Mediterranean style 
meets traditional Greek hospitality in the tranquil surroundings of Ikos 
Dassia. Framed by fragrant woodland, this luxurious resort welcomes 
you with dazzling views across the turquoise Ionian sea. Embracing 
our award-winning Infinite Lifestyle concept, an unforgettable 
experience awaits guests as cuisine, service and style are taken to 
exceptional new heights.

www.ikosresorts.com

A peerless experience on Corfu’s 
inviting Ionian coast

Corfu, Greece

IKOS DASSIA
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The hotel is located in the village Gouvia right on the bay and just 8km 
north of the town of Corfu and the International Airport of the island. 
The hotel is barely 5 minutes walk from the popular tourist area, where 
the majority of bars and restaurants are located. 
For those who wish to relax by the freshwater pools they can enjoy 
refreshing cocktails from the pool bars. The more active ones can 
choose from a variety of sports. Meanwhile we keep your little ones 
busy in our Mini club, Santelino Kids club (from 5-12 years of age). 
Additionally, our sumptuous buffets aspire to take you in an absolute 
gastronomical journey by offering tastes that would please the most 
demanding customer.

www.louiscorcyra.com

Enjoy shimmering views of the Mediterranean Sea 

Corfu, Greece

LOUIS CORCYRA BEACH



Kontokali Bay Resort & Spa is a 5* Hotel set in beautiful gardens 
overlooking the Ionian Sea and the Marina of Gouvia; offering a spa 
& wellness center (indoor heated pool, steam room, Jacuzzi, 2 saunas 
and gym) 4 restaurants, 2 bars, one mini club, one infinity pool, 
2 sandy beaches, one tennis court and a free shuttle to Corfu town 
(6 km). Each room has a balcony or terrace, air conditioning, free Wi-Fi 
internet access, a satellite LCD TV, mini bar, safe, coffee & tea making 
facilities, bath or shower, bathroom amenities, hairdryer, bathrobes and 
slippers. All rooms have recently been renovated.

www.kontokalibay.gr

Corfu, Greece

KONTOKALI BAY
RESORT & SPA

A Haven to Cherish
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LUX ME Daphnila Bay Dassia literally tumbles down the green hillside 
overlooking the bay and Ionian sea. From the main building high 
up the slope to the garden bungalows hidden amongst the mature 
gardens, the fresh scent of pine fills the air. Relax in the completely 
remastered Daphnila Bay and indulge in the unlimited Lux Me options 
without a care in the world.

daphnilabay.com

Luxury Living by the Sea

Corfu, Greece

LUX ME DAPHNILA BAY DASSIA
GRECOTEL LUX ME RESORT
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The hotel is located on the south east of Corfu and 3km from the 
picturesque fishing village of Benitses and only 20 meters from the 
beach, which is accessed by an underground tunnel. Primasol Louis 
Ionian Sun features 213 fully renovated rooms all with balcony or 
terrace and has an outdoor swimming pool as well as a separate pool 
for children and pool with 2 water-slides. Further leisure facilities 
include a children's playground, a tennis court, basketball and 
volleyball. The main restaurant has indoor and outdoor dining and 
offers buffet meals at all services with theme nights and show cooking. 
There is also a bar at the beach as well as a pool-side bar serving 
drinks and snacks.

www.louisioniansun.com

All-inclusive value with four-star facilities

Corfu, Greece

PRIMASOL LOUIS IONIAN SUN



With sensational sea views, luxurious accommodation, modern 
spacious areas and a beautiful beach lapped by turquoise waters, 
MarBella Corfu Hotel is the perfect sun-drenched getaway. From 
sophisticated new room designs, to a great new range of activity 
programs.

www.marbella.gr

MarBellous – A life Time Experience starring YOU! 

Corfu, Greece

MARBELLA CORFU HOTEL 
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With the hotel name Nido deriving from Italian meaning ‘nest’, the hotel 
reflects this in its warmth and intimate environment. Echoing Corfu’s 
natural charm, guests are truly made to feel at home during their 
stay at MarBella Nido Suite Hotel & Villas. MarBella Nido Suite Hotel 
& Villas is an adults-only hotel, situated adjacent to MarBella Corfu 
overlooking the blue flag beach of Agios Ioannis Peristeron and guests 
will have access, if desired to the facilities at MarBella Corfu including 
the restaurants, bars and spa.

ww.marbellanido.gr 

Enjoy your Nido! 

Corfu, Greece

MARBELLA NIDO SUITE
HOTEL & VILLAS 



Greek island resort of Crete gifted with luxury living and reality stars. 
Having unveiled its curtains in April, Abaton has quickly become one 
of Europe’s top holiday hotspots. The gastronomy, spa and service 
particularly impressed Abaton’s new fan club. Absolute foodie, fault-
finding eater or harsh food critic alike, Abaton pleased every palate 
out there with five restaurants offering a variety of international cuisine 
(F- Zin Ivy League Restaurant, Bony Fish Seafood Restaurant, Elemes 
Cretan Cuisine, WOW Sushi & Steak, C’Est La Vie Beach Club). Elemis 
spa, a gym power exclusively with Technogym equipment, tennis 
court, business center, a teenager high tech play zone, a private 
karaoke room, water sports complete our services.

www.abaton.gr

Crete, Greece

ABATON ISLAND
RESORT & SPA

Abaton is your personal sanctuary

042 - 043





A sparkling exclusive resort on the coast of east Crete for the 
privileged and perceptive inspired by the legendary Cretan hospitality. 
Styled after the palaces of the Minoan kings and Venetian nobles who 
once ruled Crete, Amirandes introduces guests to the easy elegance 
of true European luxe.This unique hideaway sets new standards of 
privacy and exclusivity. Step out of your private villa onto a cove of 
fine golden sand lapped by pristine waters and surrounded by nature. 
Close to Heraklion’s international airport & the famous Palace of 
Knossos.

amirandes.com

Crete avant-garde

Crete, Greece

AMIRANDES
GRECOTEL EXCLUSIVE RESORT

044 - 045



It’s sumptuous and private, made just for you. Immerse yourself in a
true luxury experience. There is a captivating feeling when you enter
into the Caramel; it's pretty and private and so petit you think you could
hold it in your hands...
Set on a prime beachfront estate in the heart of the Cretan Riviera,
just minutes from the old-world charm of Rethymno's Venetian harbor,
Caramel recreates the laidback ambience of an island settlement with
the elegance & amenities of a modern luxury resort. A beachfront
paradise set in a sapphire sea, where discerning guests escape to play
at living the simple life.

caramel.grecotel.com

Only Suites & Villas

Crete, Greece

CARAMEL BOUTIQUE
GRECOTEL EXCLUSIVE RESORT



Endless views, crystal clear waters and a host of cultural and 
gastronomical experiences await guests at Blue Palace, a Luxury 
Collection Resort and Spa. Spend a day exploring the beauty of 
the island with its old villages, wineries and the ancient Palace of 
Knossos or simply enjoy a leisurely dip in the crystal blue waters of 
our magnificent private beach. Sail the coast of Elounda and around 
the relics of Spinalonga island, a National Monument, aboard our 
traditional caique. Discover unique dining experiences within five 
restaurants and select from a variety of exquisite Mediterranean 
dishes, traditional Greek specialties and cuisine with an international 
flair. Nourish body and soul with a signature treatment or just indulge 
in your own private pool, while rejoicing in a landscape of breathtaking 
beauty.

www.bluepalace.gr

Crete, Greece

BLUE PALACE, A LUXURY 
COLLECTION RESORT & SPA

Wild Beauty. Unrivalled Island Style

046 - 047





An endless white sandy beach, clear blue waters, lush tropical gardens 
with pools and a sun that starts strong and stays that way all day, all 
summer long. A True Cretan Palace! So full of memories, so full of 
smiles. Cosmopolitan flair, amazing food, impeccable service & superb 
choice of entertainment activities for all are the winning combination 
behind its popularity.

cretapalace.com

Heaven by the sea

Crete, Greece

CRETA PALACE
GRECOTEL LUXURY RESORT

048 - 049



Located in the privacy of a pristine cove in Vathi, Daios Cove is the 
perfect choice for travelers seeking 5-star accommodation in Agios 
Nikolaos. The unique location, along with the striking architecture, 
which ingeniously integrates the resort into its surroundings, creates 
a natural hub of beauty and serenity. This 5-star hotel in Crete offers 
impressive sea views and easy access to the private beach, inviting you 
to fully unwind while enjoying 24-hour support from our fully staffed 
reception and concierge.  Electric mobility, a state-of-the-art spa, a sea 
water infinity pool, a water sports center, a fitness area, tennis courts, 
and opportunities for recreation and excursions to Crete’s must-see 
hotspots. Daios Cove also offers an exceptional dining experience in 
all 6 restaurants and bars and  is geared up for families, with a child-
friendly beach, pool games and babysitting services.

www.daioscovecrete.com

Experience the holidays of a lifetime

Crete, Greece

DAIOS COVE
LUXURY RESORT & VILLAS



Domes Noruz Chania, Autograph Collection is the sister property to 
Domes of Elounda. An adult only resort located at the vibrant town of 
Chania offers the perfect retreat for the cosmopolitan traveler. 
From lively Guest & resident DJ’s in the afternoons or wellness 
workshop to romantic evenings at the beach enjoying the landmark 
sunset, Domes Noruz will keep you busy. Taste Cretan & International 
delicacies at Zeen or Sushi and cocktail at Raw Bar. The Haute Living 
Selection at the Sublime lofts and Haven Suites take the luxury to a 
whole new level.

www.domesnoruz.com

Crete, Greece

DOMES NORUZ CHANIA, 
AUTOGRAPH COLLECTION

Exactly Like Nothing Else

050 - 051





Domes of Elounda, Autograph Collection is a multi-awarded resort, 
which consists solely of suites and villas and is ideal for both couples 
and families. Located just a stone’s throw from the UNESCO protected 
islet of Spinalonga, it offers breathtaking views, as well as a natural 
sandy beach to relax. Moreover, unique culinary experiences await 
the guests at the resort’s dining venues and bars. The signature Haute 
Living Selection offers an extra touch of luxury as well as a plethora 
of amenities and services for the guests of the Residences and Villas. 
Last but not least, from 2019, The Core will offer a series of new 
facilities and activities turning Domes of Elounda from a Luxury Resort 
to a Destination.

www.domesofelounda.com

Crete, Greece

DOMES OF ELOUNDA, 
AUTOGRAPH COLLECTION

Exactly Like Nothing Else

052 - 053





From its privileged position Elounda Bay Palace offers visitors a 
restful place to call home while vacationing in the Mediterranean. 
With sun-swept beaches and stunning sea views, it boasts 7 award-
winning restaurants and bars. In breathtaking waterfront locations 
the upgraded suites feature exceptional interior design enhanced by 
modern accessories. Revamped classic rooms display marble-lined 
bathrooms and balconies. Impressive bungalows and suites with 
shared pools offer guests yet another cozy option for their stay. The 
resort boasts 2 private sandy beaches, water-sports & fitness center, 
a well-being with sauna & hammam, indoor, outdoor & children’s 
pools, floodlit tennis courts, activities for kids and offers Espace Vitalité 
Chenot Spa at Elounda Beach Hotel.

www.eloundabay.gr

Crete, Greece

ELOUNDA BAY PALACE

Scenery of endless blue 
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Crete, Greece

ELOUNDA BAY PALACE

Scenery of endless blue 
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The world-class resort Elounda Beach Hotel & Villas, set on the 
north-eastern coast of Crete, has won numerous awards recognizing 
its stellar service, hospitality and its amazing location. The first luxury 
fully-fledged 5* resort in Greece, Elounda Beach, put the fishing village 
of Elounda in northeast Crete on the map back in 1971. Elounda 
Beach, has a stunning array of accommodation from the brand new 
spacious opulent Waterfront Dreamline suites, the hitech Yachting 
Villas to the Top-notch Platinum Club villas with private heated 
pools. Regenerate at the Espace Vitalité Chenot with programmes of 
organic detoxification and rebalancing of the body to achieve well-
being. Dining here is also a delight with 7 restaurants to choose from 
Mediterranean, Italian, and Modern Cretan Seafood to Japanese & 
Peruvian flavours.

www.eloundabeach.gr

Crete, Greece

ELOUNDA BEACH
HOTEL & VILLAS

Your heaven at sea level
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Crete, Greece

ELOUNDA BEACH
HOTEL & VILLAS

Your heaven at sea level

060 - 061





Elounda   ALL SUITE HOTEL is the only seafront all-suite hotel in 
Europe with private pools; 54 suites in all, very private and secluded, 
the best of which also have private access to the sea! 
As a small boutique hotel within a larger resort it allows guests privacy 
and exclusivity while the facilities of the resort are only a step away. 
Nevertheless, it has its own gorgeous spa, gourmet restaurant, wine 
cellar, seafront bar, and even 50 seat cinema. In 2013, the Elounda 
Peninsula opened its new Diamond Residences. Choose from 3 and 6 
bedrooms, each with private pools and direct access to the Diamond 
Recidences' own private sandy beach. Elounda Peninsula is popular 
with Hollywood stars, internationally famed performers, acclaimed 
fashion designers and young business people.

www.eloundapeninsula.com

Crete, Greece

ELOUNDA PENINSULA 
ALL SUITE HOTEL

The most exclusive sea front hotel in Greece!

062 - 063





Elounda Mare was the first hotel in the world that had bungalows 
with private pools. In 1987 the hotel was invited to join the prestigious 
Relais & Châteaux association, having established itself as an 
authentic aristocratic hotel, exuding an aura of timelessness through 
its decoration with antique folk art; overall a truly all-time-classic. 
The Elounda Mare has 42 rooms and suites in the main hotel and 
40 bungalows and villas with private pools and gardens. In 2018 the 
“Minoan Palace” opened its doors, the largest seafront villa within 
a hotel in Crete.  The Cretan fine dining restaurant of the hotel, the 
"Old mill”, is awarded annually as one of the 10 best restaurant of the 
country. Elounda Mare is very popular with members of European 
royal families, politicians and business-people who like to keep a low 
profile.

www.eloundamare.com

Authentic, aristocratic, unique!

Crete, Greece

ELOUNDA MARE HOTEL, 
RELAIS & CHÂTEAUX

064 - 065



Louis Creta Princess is ideally located at Maleme beach in Chania and 
provides the modern traveler a perfect location in which to experience 
a memorable holiday. This 4 star hotel is 5km from the tourist resort 
of Platanias, 17km from Chania town and about 40 minute drive from 
the International Airport of Chania. Louis Creta Princess consists 
of 420 fully renovated rooms including 192 in the main building and 
228 garden rooms with sea and inland view including family rooms. 
Additionally, the hotel features several pools including waterslides as 
well as a variety of bars and restaurants. An array of entertainment 
activities can be enjoyed on site, such as a kids' club.

www.louiscretaprincess.com

An idyllic hotel in perfect surroundings

Crete, Greece

LOUIS CRETA PRINCESS



LUX ME White Palace, lies on the island’s stunning north coast 
and features open-style public spaces & generous light-filled 
accommodations that mirror the easy elegance of a Grecotel 
Luxury Resort lifestyle.  Enjoy a refreshing holiday concept - “LUXE 
ALL-INCLUSIVE LIVING®” which combines spectacular seafront 
location with great design, personal modern service, outstanding 
food, beverage, activities & entertainment. Indulge in the incredible 
Hospitality. 

thewhitepalace.com

On the Cretan sea

Crete, Greece

 LUX ME WHITE PALACE 
GRECOTEL LUX ME RESORT

066 - 067



Minos Beach art hotel, a member of the Small Luxury Hotels of the 
World, is a 5* luxury property just 800m from Agios Nikolaos, featuring 
uniquely landscaped grounds and a wealth of contemporary Greek 
and international artworks. Traditional architectural styles and local 
Cretan and Mediterranean flavours compliment the hotel’s unrivalled 
location. Minos Beach art hotel offers a variety of accommodation, 
ranging from suites to private villas, each one appointed with premium 
furnishing and home comforts. Relax on the hotel’s two private 
beaches, spend an afternoon at the pool, or dine in one of the hotel's 
five Restaurants, all surrounded by stunning views of the sparkling 
Mediterranean Sea.

www.minosbeach.com

The little Venice

Crete, Greece

MINOS BEACH ART HOTEL



The 5* Minos Palace hotel & suites is the only 360° sea-view luxury 
hotel in Crete, offering panoramic vistas of the beautiful Mirabello Bay. 
Minos Palace is an adults-only hotel, with a wide selection of spacious 
rooms, bungalows and suites ideal for couples wishing to rekindle 
their romance or friends in search of an exclusive Greek getaway. Just 
2km from the centre of Agios Nikolaos, this beachfront hotel features 
a stunning dark-bottom, mock-infinity pool with commanding views of 
the sparkling Mediterranean sea. Enjoy an iced coffee on the private 
beach, take a walk in the hotel’s fragrant gardens or dine at one of the 
hotel's Restaurants, all surrounded by stunning sea views.

www.minospalace.com

The 360° sea view resort

Crete, Greece

MINOS PALACE HOTEL & SUITES

068 - 069



An attractive hotel and bungalow complex, built in a magnificent spot 
of Crete, ideal for those seeking both, the ultimate pleasures of an 
all-inclusive resort and the tranquility of an unforgettable walk through 
its extensive landscaped gardens, where the word “garden” meets its 
true meaning!!!  The hotel is built in a traditional architectural style of 
the island, consisting of low level buildings, with superb views of the 
Cretan sea, different concept restaurants, large kids’ facilities and fun 
activities, animation and sports.

www.nanabeach.gr

Once is never enough

Crete, Greece

NANA BEACH HOTEL



The majestic Nana Princess Suites, Villas & Spa, a new exclusive 
beachfront resort in Crete, is offering a unique hospitality combined 
with the most high-end facilities. Overlooking the spectacular Aegean 
Sea and nestled amongst a lush green landscape, the resort is a 
heaven of luxury, first-class personalized services which will appeal to 
all those who desire discretion and privacy during their stay.  Welcome 
to a world in which every guest receives the utmost attention.  A world 
where all desires have been anticipated.

www.nanaprincess.gr

Experience the luxury

Crete, Greece

NANA PRINCESS SUITES, 
VILLAS & SPA

070 - 071



Porto Elounda GOLF & SPA RESORT is the island’s best integrated 
resort offering the only on-site golf course in Crete and the best spa 
in Greece. It was the first hotel to introduce rooms with private access 
to pools, so guests did not need to book a bungalow, a suite or a villa 
to have their own pool on their doorstep. Porto Elounda is ideal for 
families as it boasts unparalleled children’s facilities that include from a 
world famous football academy to waterslides and golf lessons. At the 
same time active couples will also enjoy everything from watersports 
and yachting to lawn sports and not forgetting the amazing Six 
Senses Spa. The hotel is very popular with the Greek high society and 
celebrities.

www.portoelounda.com

The only golf & spa resort on the island!

Crete, Greece

PORTO ELOUNDA
GOLF & SPA RESORT



Out Of The Blue, Capsis Elite Resort is a hotel complex spread across 
a private peninsula with lush gardens located in Crete, Greece, 22km 
from the city and international airport of Heraklion. Three collections, 
7 restaurants, a private beach and 7 pools are just a few of the luxury 
facilities available to guests, offering a relaxing and indulging holiday 
next to the sea. The award-winning spa and wellness centre provides 
nutrition, detox & anti-ageing treatments, while young visitors are also 
well catered for, with the Kids' Minoan Amusement Club, watersports 
centre, 3 escape rooms, adventure playground, and Teenagers Club 
providing countless entertainment options. The hotel is the ideal 
seaside destination with unlimited sunshine.

Crete, Greece

OUT OF THE BLUE 
CAPSIS ELITE RESORT

Give us your time, we'll offer you the world

www.capsis.com

072 - 073





Ideally situated in a secluded beach front location one mile from 
Aghios Nikolaos fishing port. St Nicolas Bay is an escape to an oasis 
of elegance style and flair where you can relax with spectacular 
sea views. The fully renovated rooms and suites offer modern and 
spacious interiors, most with private heated pools. Enjoy fine Greek 
and International food in 5 restaurants and 3 bars and indulge in a 
truly relaxing and revitalizing experience at the Poseidon Spa. Water 
sports centre, scuba diving and Yacht hire at the Hotel’s private beach. 
Spectacular weddings and receptions at the waterfront plus exciting 
Honeymoon package. A member of “Small Luxury Hotels of the World” 
awarded with “Certificate of Excellence” by Trip Advisor for eight 
consecutive years.

www.stnicolasbay.gr

Crete, Greece

ST. NICOLAS BAY
RESORT HOTEL

Luxury Seaside living with style

074 - 075





Luxury Villa complex of stylish and spacious Villas, nestled on a private 
waterfront setting. Located only 1,5 km from Aghios Nikolaos Town, 
adjoining to St. Nicolas Bay Hotel. Each “Thalassa Villa” has been 
designed to maximise individuality and blend the best of International 
style with Traditional local skills and spacious terrace with oversized 
heated swimming pool and hydro jets. Enjoy a luxurious Villa holiday 
with exclusive ambience for a family retreat. Experience Watersports, 
Scuba Diving, Sandy Beach, Swimming Pools, Room Service, various 
Restaurants and Bars and the Poseidon Spa, Gym, Sauna and 
Hamman. Special care for children with Children’s pool, Kids Club, 
Children Menus and Babysitting all at St. Nicolas Bay Hotel.

www.thalassavillas.gr 

Crete, Greece

THALASSA VILLAS, LUXURY VILLAS 
AT THE WATERFRONT

Thalassa Villas - Waterfront Luxury Residences

076 - 077





ACROTEL Athena RESIDENCE is the sister property to ACROTEL 
Athena PALLAS, but is more intimate – with only 20 luxury maisonettes  
renovated in 2018 on a green lawn, around a beautiful 600 m2 
swimming pool with waterfalls, small island, gushing water, a Jacuzzi, 
and a children’s pool. Happily all are a similar generous size, and all 
boast breath-taking pool and mountain view, floor to ceiling windows, 
private verandas with sitting area in front of the pool, private sunbeds 
and umbrellas. Nespresso machines, coffee and tea facilities, two 
generously stocked mini bars, chopard bath amenities.

www.acrotel.gr

One Company Endless Possibilities

Halkidiki, Greece

ACROTEL ATHENA RESIDENCE

078 - 079



The ACROTEL Athena VILLA complex is built on Elia Coast, between 
Nikiti and Neos Marmaras, in Sithonia, Halkidiki, amid the quiet olive 
groves of the area. A private and refreshing relaxation haven, with 
breathtaking views of the gorgeous seashore and the blue waters 
of the Toroneos Gulf. The elegance of its architecture is combined 
harmoniously with the green of nature and the deep blue of the sea 
and sky, painting a unique picture of a paradise, 95 kilometers from the 
THESSALONIKI airport. ACROTEL Athena VILLA is a heavenly place to 
relax, rest and enjoy the beauty of Greek nature, between dreams and 
reality. Make your ultimate holiday dream come true!

www.acrotel.gr

One Company Endless Possibilities

Halkidiki, Greece

ACROTEL ATHENA VILLA



Avaton Luxury Villas Resort, a proud member of Relais & Châteaux, is a 
stylish and contemporary beachfront escape overlooking the sparkling 
turquoise waters of Athos Peninsula in Halkidiki, Greece. It consists 
of an exclusive collection of 16 villas. Most of them have private 
pools with in-built sunbeds which tantalize the feeling of relaxation in 
Mediterranean gardens. Enjoy a meal of creative Greek cuisine in the 
restaurant and accompany it with a refreshing cocktail. Indulge into a 
journey of taste on the hill in front of our beach, overlooking the crystal 
waters. Feel unique with our VIP services which add savor pleasure to 
your holidays!

www.avaton.com

Feel the ultimate holiday experience to create 
memories that last a lifetime…!

Halkidiki, Greece

AVATON LUXURY VILLAS RESORT 
RELAIS & CHÂTEAUX

080 - 081





A luxurious hideaway perched on the bluffs of the Aegean Peninsula 
in Sithonia, the second peninsula of Halkidiki, in Northern Greece, 
surrounded by the flawless beauty of Mediterranean pine trees, lush 
gardens, white sandy beaches, clean turquoise waters and azure skies. 
Member of The Leading Hotels of the World, the Danai has 62 suites 
& villas and it is at the distance of 50-minute-driving from “Macedonia” 
International Airport of Thessaloniki (SKG) or of a 15 minutes flight by 
helicopter.

www.danairesort.com

Halkidiki, Greece

Stay at the Danai Beach Resort & Villas 
is an once in a lifetime experience

DANAI BEACH RESORT & VILLAS

082 - 083





Succumb to the magical aura of this amazing luxury resort amid 
lush Mediterranean gardens, combining impeccable services and 
breathtaking environments.  Located in Ouranoupolis, Halkidiki, next to 
the beautiful Mount Athos and just 120km from Thessaloniki airport, 
Eagles Palace features 160 rooms, suites and bungalows designed for 
elegant living with stunning sea views, a private sandy beach, heated 
outdoor and indoor pools, an award-winning Spa, water sports and 
diving centers, four restaurants and three bars.

www.eaglespalace.gr

A better day, everyday

Halkidiki, Greece

EAGLES PALACE

084 - 085



Nestled on a unique hilltop location in Ouranoupolis, Halkidiki, just 
120km from Thessaloniki airport and commanding stunning views 
of the entire Mount Athos bay, Eagles Villas is the epitome of luxury, 
offering stylish villas with private plunge pools and gardens, public 
heated outdoor and indoor pools, a fully equipped gym and full access 
to Eagles Palace’s facilities including a Spa, private beach, water 
sports and diving centers, four restaurants and three bars.

www.eaglesvillas.gr

A better day, everyday

Halkidiki, Greece

EAGLES VILLAS



The landscaped gardens cascade gently down to the private beach 
below, the calm lapping of waves floating up to your balcony, and the 
boats sparkling on the night horizon; the beautiful Aegean is all around 
at the luxurious Ikos Oceania. The promise of infinite possibilities 
await and everything is just right, always elegantly presented to leave 
a lasting impression. The highlight of this stunning setting is the 350m 
long natural sandy beach, fringed by pines, olive groves and cypress 
trees. Dispersed amongst the 15 acres of well-groomed gardens, the 
spacious, elegant guest rooms and suites offer panoramic sea views 
with Mount Olympus in the background.

www.ikosresorts.com

Best 2019 Luxury All Inclusive Resort
Worldwide & in Europe by TripAdvisor

Halkidiki, Greece

IKOS OCEANIA

086 - 087



Relishing its exclusive location on the Gulf of Toroneos in beautiful 
Halkidiki, this contemporary masterpiece extends across a perfectly 
landscaped 22 acres. Ancient olive trees and fragrant firs provide both 
shade and privacy throughout the spacious grounds, the manicured 
lawns eventually meeting the white sands and refreshing waters of 
the Aegean. At Ikos Olivia chic design goes hand in hand with subtle 
elegance to offer a warm welcome to the most discerning traveler.

www.ikosresorts.com

No. 2 Best 2019 Luxury All Inclusive Resort 
Worldwide & in Europe by TripAdvisor

Halkidiki, Greece

IKOS OLIVIA



Halkidiki’s leading Spa resort offers unique hospitality facilities 
in a relaxing, luxury & natural environment. Only 30 minutes from 
Thessaloniki International airport, ideally located on the west coast of
Halkidiki, Pomegranate offers 176 luxurious rooms & suites, 4 fine 
dining restaurants with local & international gastronomy and the 
amazing Afrodita Roa Spa. From rejuvenating spa therapies to 
revitalizing wellness programs, successful business meetings & 
premium vacations, all guests will indulge in a unique hospitality
experience.

www.pomegranatespahotel.com

Halkidiki, Greece

Pomegranate is one of a kind. Just like you!

POMEGRANATE
WELLNESS SPA HOTEL

088 - 089





A luxurious getaway for the body and mind, the relaxed surroundings 
of the expansive Porto Sani is an ideal setting in which to restore your 
karma. The sensuous Spa Suite is a haven of tranquility providing 
tailor-made aromatherapy treatments, personal trainers and one-on-
one yoga lessons, while the breathtaking lagoon pool is the perfect 
place to soak up the sun and enjoy our energizing fresh juices and 
well-being menus for adults and children.The contemporary elegance 
of Porto Sani is complemented by a superb setting close to Sani 
Marina and its enticing world of inspired cuisine. 

www.sani-resort.com

Relaxed and elegant

Halkidiki, Greece

PORTO SANI

090 - 091



Spacious hotel promises a five star experience for all the family 
with its exclusive beaches and miles of golden sands, enticing spa 
and impressive restaurants with their choice of international and 
Greek cuisine. Occupying a prime position on the Cape, this warmly 
welcoming hotel offers an unparalleled choice of rooms, making it the 
perfect getaway for families of all sizes. Seize the opportunity to enjoy 
your favorite water sports, brush up on your game with our tennis 
coach or take off into the spectacular Mediterranean scenery on a 
mountain bike. Or with so much to entertain children of all ages, you 
may just be tempted to do absolutely nothing.

www.sani-resort.com

Lavish and vibrant

Halkidiki, Greece

SANI BEACH



Halkidiki, Greece

SANI ASTERIAS

The intimate Sani Asterias suites are sublimely elegant with each of 57 
luxuriously styled suite designed to make your stay truly memorable. 
Michelin-starred executive chefs have excelled themselves with 
a menu that both surprises and delights, and our team take great 
pleasure in meeting your every need.
This luxury boutique hotel in a private beach setting sits comfortably 
in its own serenely landscaped surroundings with inspiring views over 
the Aegean sea and direct access to its own exclusive beach.

www.sani-resort.com

Exclusive and intimate

092 - 093





Shimmering azure waters, white sands and ancient olive groves 
adorning the surrounding hills; it would be hard to dream up a more 
serene idyll than the Sani Club. The intimate surroundings of this 
luxurious low rise hotel, with magnificent views over Mount Olympus 
and the Aegean, provide you with a dazzling array of amenities and 
fun activities, both on and off the water, complemented by a fabulous 
choice of tempting cuisines and restaurants to ensure your stay is very 
memorable. The luxuriously welcoming bungalows provide a private 
setting with stunning views. While our spectacular new collection of 
double rooms, are the most spacious at Sani. 

www.sani-resort.com

Discrete and refined

Halkidiki, Greece

SANI CLUB

094 - 095



A chic destination where the sophisticated ambience, exceptional 
cuisine and 'grown-up' environment promise the warmest of 
welcomes. Where contemporary style combines perfectly with sublime 
touches of Mediterranean elegance; handcrafted furniture, gorgeous 
fabrics and natural woods abound. Beautifully complementing the 
azure waters of its cool Mediterranean location, Sani Dunes presents 
the largest heated swimming pool in Greece for your pure enjoyment. 
Spread across an incredible 3.500m2, the pool brings a calming 
ambience to this sophisticated setting - the perfect waterside location 
for our fabulous rooms and suites. At Sani Dunes an unforgettable 
“grown-up” experience awaits.

www.sani-resort.com

Private and stylish

Halkidiki, Greece

SANI DUNES



Step into the wondrous world of Ikos Aria and prepare to share a very 
special experience with those you love. In a wonderfully serene setting 
stretching over 47 acres and fringed by the dazzling Kos coastline, 
this luxurious property delivers on the promise of the Dodecanese; 
beguiling beauty, fascinating culture and warm hospitality. Ikos 
Aria overflows with style and touches of unique brilliance, all 
complemented by our award-winning Infinite Lifestyle which ensures 
virtually every element of your stay is already included in the original 
cost, leaving you to relax and enjoy lasting memories.

www.ikosresorts.com

A compelling mix of contemporary style 
and traditional hospitality

Kos, Greece

IKOS ARIA

096 - 097



A water palace evoking the welcome cool of the Aegean breeze.
A celebration of life amidst lagoon pools, waterfalls and exotic island
gardens cascading to the beach’s edge. A luxury hotel of timeless
elegance in Kos Island, secluded on a 100,000 m2 estate, dotted with
infinity pools, Dream Villas and terraces with sweeping sea views.
At Hippocrates’ birthplace rejuvenate with the healing properties of
seawater at the luxurious Elixir Thalasso Spa.

kosimperial.com

An Aegean Water Palace

Kos, Greece

KOS IMPERIAL THALASSO
GRECOTEL LUXURY RESORT



Kenshō Boutique Hotel & Suites opened in 2016 on the cosmopolitan 
island of Mykonos. Our people, culture, and the blend of colors and 
materials will make your stay unforgettable. Kenshō at Ornos is home 
to 10 suites and 25 luxury rooms, each with its own elegant design.
Spend your evening under the stars while listening to music and 
tasting signature cocktails at Kenshō Bar. Relax and rejuvenate at 
Kenshō Spa, offering a Jacuzzi, Hammam, massage treatments, spa 
rituals, and a fitness area with the latest gym equipment. Words like 
sea, sky, blue, light, and comfort appeal to the senses. We promise to 
give you our interpretation of Kenshō.

www.kenshomykonos.com

Welcome to your awakening experience!

Mykonos, Greece

KENSHŌ BOUTIQUE 
HOTEL & SUITES

098 - 099



On the glamorous island of Mykonos, Kenshō Boutique Hotel & Suites 
debuts a new kind of luxury. Rising from the white sands of Psarou, the 
world’s most exclusive beach, slate and stone meet wood and wicker 
in a prized piece of Aegean architecture. Inside, 30 luxury suites tell 
their own stories, framed by original artwork and designer furniture.
Luxury rooms and suites come with either outdoor hot tubs or private 
plunge pools. Lie back and behold the sea views.  Plus the Villa 
Psarou, set above the beach with four bedrooms and a private pool. 
This 4-bedroom ensuite private luxury villa (150 sqm) is located on the 
cosmopolitan Psarou beach within the Kenshō Psarou hotel property. 
It features a 100 sqm outdoor area with a private pool, garden and a 
massive terrace. Villa guests can pamper themselves with panoramic 
views over Psarou bay.

www.kenshomykonos.com

Welcome to your awakening experience!

Mykonos, Greece

KENSHŌ PSAROU



Formed in equal parts by the work of nature and the art of man, the 
Avaton is a luxury hotel of singular beauty, built into the bare rock 
high above Elia Beach, the longest fine sand beach on Mykonos. 
Dramatic double volumes, panoramic decks and private balconies 
offer truly exceptional views, yet Avaton is much more than a unique 
location. With exceptional design features, infinity pools, fine dining 
and a superb spa, it’s where personalized service and absolute privacy 
are taken to another dimension, anticipating a guest’s every wish. 
As a member of Design Hotels, Avaton is a true original, drawing on 
one family’s island roots and a tradition distilled into the essence of 
genuine hospitality.

www.myconianavaton.gr

Share our passion for exclusive luxury and design

Mykonos, Greece

MYCONIAN AVATON

100 - 101



A luxury hotel with all the grace and none of the airs, this prominent 
member of Leading Hotels of the World is a long-time favorite of large 
families and first-time visitors to the island. Our superb spa centre 
and several gourmet restaurants – including Japanese cuisine – 
complement an enviable position just above the magnificent beach of 
Elia, with spectacular views from every vantage point, light-filled public 
areas, and luxuriously spacious rooms with such exclusive features as 
pools and outdoor jacuzzis. Caring and friendly staff are committed to 
providing highly personalized services, and exceptional conferencing 
venues and wedding facilities are designed to surpass expectations 
even on the most important of occasions.

www.myconianimperial.gr

For the perfect - feet in the sand - family holiday, 
paired with five star luxury and friendly service

Mykonos, Greece

MYCONIAN IMPERIAL RESORT



Overlooking the deep blue waters of Aegean Sea from its commanding 
position, 300 meters above Elia Beach, Myconian Utopia Relais & 
Chateaux resort combines the breathtaking magnificence of unspoiled 
nature with the sophistication of contemporary design. With its 
custom-made furnishings of hand-cut stone and rich exotic woods, 
it stands out as the pinnacle of exclusive hospitality on the island of 
Mykonos. Besides offering spectacular views, Utopia features flawless 
facilities, impeccable personalized services, luxurious thalassotherapy 
spa treatments and gourmet dining options, ensuring that all guests 
enjoy a unique 5 star holiday experience.

www.myconianutopia.gr

Succumb to summer rhythms 
in a true utopia for the senses

Mykonos, Greece

MYCONIAN UTOPIA 
RELAIS CHÂTEAUX RESORT

102 - 103



Nestled into the hillside above Elia Bay, the 5-star Villa Collection is a 
uniquely luxurious resort concept. The essence of Myconian beauty 
runs through a constellation of exceptionally spacious suites and 
rooms, while superb villas offer the discreet yet unbounded opulence 
of a private house on Mykonos, complemented by personalized 5-star 
service around the clock. The terraced villas have uninterrupted 
views of the Aegean, culminating in a 360° panorama on the vast 
entertainment deck with its cool bar, epicurean restaurant and 
saltwater infinity pool. Magnificent interiors offset the local vernacular 
with contemporary design, investing sophistication and comfort 
in every detail. Service of the highest standard affords a sense of 
effortless luxury and ease, as you move from the unparalleled comforts 
of your room to poolside, the Thalasso spa, or the fine sand beach.

www.myconianvillas.gr

The ultimate experience
in style and privacy on Mykonos

Mykonos, Greece

MYCONIAN VILLA COLLECTION



Mykonos Blu is about views, light and space. Set on a low bluff 
overlooking the world-famous cosmopolitan beach of Psarou, its island 
bungalows and private villas are thoughtfully designed to reflect the 
cubist lines of the Cyclades. Prepare yourself to be hypnotised by the 
sea and sky on the edge of an Aegean fantasy.

mykonosblu.com

Absolute White & Blu

Mykonos, Greece

MYKONOS BLU
GRECOTEL EXCLUSIVE RESORT

104 - 105



The Royal Myconian is a luxury resort with privileged views over the 
longest fine sand beach on Mykonos. An illuminated rustic façade of 
Cycladic stone is the stage curtain to contemporary interiors and vast 
entertainment decks conceived by a celebrated Greek set designer 
who takes his dramatic cues from a blend of antiquity and new age 
fantasy. Spacious rooms and suites are cool sanctuaries with private 
balconies or vast terraces and appointed to the highest standard of 
comfort, with the option of your own pool or Jacuzzi.
At this distinguished member of Leading Hotels of the World, royal 
service finds expression as much in the personal touch valued by 
individual guests, as in the finely honed competence required to 
orchestrate large-scale events. 

www.royalmyconian.gr

The royal flush of luxury hospitality 
and island leisure

Mykonos, Greece

ROYAL MYCONIAN



Mykonos, Greece

SANTA MARINA
RESORT & VILLAS, MYKONOS

Experience the mesmerizing magic of Santa Marina Resort & Villas, 
A Luxury Collection Resort, Mykonos. Just 10 minutes from town, 
Santa Marina makes it easy to explore all the must-see attractions, 
world-renowned beach bars and trend-setting night clubs, then return 
to our sanctuary of authentic Aegean beauty overlooking Ornos Bay. 
With the only private sandy beach on Mykonos, gorgeous infinity pools, 
the international-calibre Gingko Spa and four restaurants, including the 
world’s first Buddha-Bar Beach, Santa Marina invites you to savour the 
glamorous lifestyle of Mykonos in the island’s most fashionable and 
sophisticated setting. Don’t just visit Mykonos – live it.

www.santa-marina.gr

Unveiling Legendary Moments 
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Comprising a resort with 38 guest pavilions, seven villas, four Beach 
Cabanas and an Aman Spa, Amanzoe is situated on a hilltop on 
the east coast of Greece’s Peloponnese Peninsula. Combining the 
Sanskrit-derived word for ‘peace’ with zoe, the Greek word for ‘life’, 
Amanzoe offers panoramic views of the surrounding countryside and 
the Aegean Sea, as well as a private Beach Club in a picturesque 
bay. The resort is just a 10-minute drive from the tavernas and vibrant 
nightlife of Porto Heli, and offers easy access to the wealth of ancient 
archaeological sites in the area, as well as the islands of Spetses and 
Hydra.

www.amanzoe.com

Modern day Acropolis  

Peloponnese, Greece

AMANZOE
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Mandola Rosa means ‘pink almond tree’, like the ones that blossom 
at nearby Ancient Olympia. The main house of this boutique hotel 
stands at the edge of a stretch of thick, sandy beach overlooking 
the Ionian Sea. Mandola Rosa’s 54 suites and unique villas are the 
ultimate in graceful living. Designed for supreme comfort, suites are 
individually furnished in an updated version of Belle Epoque elegance. 
These ultra-spacious exclusive hideaways are perfect for couples 
and families seeking to spend quality time together in an elegantly-
appointed residence while enjoying the services and amenities of a 
five-star-plus resort.

mandolarosa.com

Step into another world

Peloponnese, Greece

MANDOLA ROSA
GRECOTEL EXCLUSIVE RESORT



Set in pristine scenery by the Ionian Sea, the award-winning The 
Romanos features 321 incomparable rooms and the superb Ionian 
Exclusive suites and villas with unique services. All accommodations 
reveal exquisite elegance and design, with alluring sea views or 
a wonderful backdrop of the golf landscape, whereas many also 
integrate a private infinity pool placed against the captivating sunset. 
Savor cross-cultural epicurean journeys and local produces at resort’s 
select venues, rejuvenate at Anazoe Spa with signature oleotherapy® 
treatments, engage in many sports and activities, and discover 
the natural beauty and culture of a region with over 4500 years of 
fascinating history.

www.romanoscostanavarino.com

Peloponnese, Greece

THE ROMANOS, 
A LUXURY COLLECTION RESORT

Live The Romanos experience
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Beachfront located by the Ionian Sea, in an unspoiled land of olive 
groves and vineyards, The Westin Resort Costa Navarino features 
445 rooms and suites with inviting sea, golf or resort views, while 
most ground floor units also offer an individual infinity pool. Families 
will find countless ways to explore and play, with two children hubs, 
the Aqua Park and the indoor sports arena, the 1.5 km-long sandy 
beach, refreshing pools, and a wealth of sports and activities. Savor 
nourishing menus at a stunning variety of dining venues, discover 
authentic cultural experiences, or rejuvenate with signature therapies 
and treatments at the award-winning Anazoe Spa.

www.westincostanavarino.com

Peloponnese, Greece

THE WESTIN RESORT 
COSTA NAVARINO

Relax and recharge 
at the ultimate family destination
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The ultimate elegant spa resort with aristocratic architecture and 
classic décor. Elegantly appointed sea view guestrooms and summer 
suites in a style that strikes a balance between the casual and the 
glamorous. The Thalassotherapy centre - 4,500 m² of pure pleasure. 
Inspired by the Rotunda at Ancient Olympia nearby, is designed like 
a complex of Greek temples with elixir and ayurvedic treatments by 
Indian therapists. A great choice of varied dining in the 20 restaurants 
& bars of the Olympia Riviera Resort complex, the amazing Olympia 
Aqua Park, a frenzy of 20.000 m² of excitement and a host of sports 
and entertainment facilities will be the ultimate experience for the 
whole family.

olympiarivierathalasso.com

Feelings & charm in mesmerizing splendor

Peloponnese, Greece

RIVIERA OLYMPIA & AQUA PARK
GRECOTEL LUXURY RESORT
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5* Amada Colossos Resort is located in an area famous for its 
stunning natural beauty and crystal-clear waters; on a magnificent 
430-meter long sandy beach, with exclusive access for hotel guests. 
It features 699 rooms with 17 different types, ranging from luxurious 
rooms to premium suites and 5 unique private villas that combine 
comfort, luxury, high technology and top quality. The Luxury Ultra 
All-Inclusive Resort provides the adults’ zone and the family zone 
and it offers modern facilities. The 16 amazing F&B Outlets, Wellness 
Spa, Gym, 2 Kids Club and the Amphitheatre are just some of the 
leisure activities on offer, covering every requirement and need for a 
memorable holiday experience.

www.amadacolossosresort.com

Larger than Life 

Rhodes, Greece

AMADA COLOSSOS RESORT 



With a contemporary style architecture and distinguished by its 
elegant décor and high aesthetics in both its public areas and guest 
rooms, the Elysium Resort & Spa is Rhodes’ premier 5 star deluxe 
beach front resort hotel. Luxury, style and quality of services are the 
core values that make the Elysium stand in a class on its own.

www.elysium.gr

Indulge in unforgettable five star luxury

Rhodes, Greece

ELYSIUM RESORT & SPA
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Esperos Village Blue is a delightful adults’ only ,5star hotel, situated 
on a green hill, submerged in stunning natural surroundings, with 
panoramic breathtaking views of Aegean sea. 
Our hotel combines the blue of the crystal clear waters of the sharing 
or private pools with the excellent atmosphere and privacy of a “life 
style” hotel. 

www.esperiagroup.gr

A luxury experience for adults

Rhodes, Greece

ESPEROS VILLAGE BLUE & SPA



A striking new dynamic resort right on cinematic Kallithea, the most 
spectacular beach on Rhodos Island. Lux Me Rhodos radiates a 
holiday glow on one of Mediterranean’s top destinations with magical 
weather all year round. It is “the place to be” this summer, where you 
don’t have to plan things too far ahead. Feel the vibe of the day and 
embrace it! Lux Me Rhodos features brand new open-style public 
spaces, a water wonderland with marvelous pools and generous light-
filled main building and bungalow village accommodations. Cherish 
moments of leisure in world-class restaurants, sunset lounges, lovely 
pools & water features, a fully-equipped Spa in our refined sea view 
premises.

rhodos.grecotel.com

So Red, So Rhodos

Rhodes, Greece

LUX ME RHODOS
GRECOTEL LUX ME RESORT
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SENTIDO Port Royal Villas & Spa is Rhodes premier design five star 
hotel, enjoying a beach front location, offering contemporary luxury 
and high quality services to both leisure and business travelers. Clean 
architectural lines, atmospheric spaces imbued with light and an idyllic 
setting fuse together for an extraordinary sensory experience. The 
SENTIDO Port Royal hotel is built in Kolympia, a privileged location in 
eastern Rhodes, right on the beach. The coast of Kolympia is formed 
by two bays with crystal-clear waters and sand and gravel beaches, 
awarded with blue flags every year. The location is ideal for excursions 
through the Rhodes - Lindos road, which allows easy and quick access 
to the main attractions of Rhodes, such as the stunning Medieval Town 
and the harbor, the golf course of Afandou, the picturesque Castle of 
Lindos and its ancient monuments.

www.portroyal.gr

Luxury & Style

Rhodes, Greece

SENTIDO PORT ROYAL
VILLAS & SPA



Ideally located on the black sand beach of Perivolos, far from tourist-
laden Caldera spots, Istoria introduces a new spin on the Greek 
beachside hotel. Following a subtle, stripped-down contemporary 
aesthetic, Istoria’s 12 suites are arched towards the privacy of 
individual terraces, leading in most cases to private hot tubs or pools. 
A large pool made with an impressive green-grey tile work, is bounded 
by loungers and enhanced by a statement pool bar, while the beach 
stretch right in front of the hotel is reserved only for its guests. Open 
to the elements beneath canvas sails, Istoria’s Mr. E Restaurant is 
home to Greek gastronomy reimagined, led by the celebrated Chef 
Alexandros Tsiotinis.

www.istoriahotel.gr

Create your own story

Santorini, Greece

ISTORIA
A MEMBER OF DESIGN HOTELS

SANTORINI
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Carved into the rugged Caldera cliffs of Oia, Mystique, A Luxury 
Collection Hotel is an exclusive hideaway of 41 suites and villas, 
all boasting panoramic sea views across to the active volcano that 
has shaped the exceptional island of Santorini. Interconnecting 
walkways pave the way to the hotel’s two swimming pools, one of 
which is infinity-edge, the Asian Spa and the state-of-the-art gym, 
all overlooking the breathtaking Caldera. Refined dining options 
include Charisma Restaurant, offering Greek-inspired cuisine in a truly 
memorable setting and ASEA, serving fresh sushi with Mediterranean 
flourish, while Captain’s Lounge caters for all day casual dining.

www.mystique.gr

Shaped by nature, enhanced by style

Santorini, Greece

MYSTIQUE
A LUXURY COLLECTION HOTEL

SANTORINI



Reigning over the scenic mountainous coastline of Megalohori 
Caldera, Nafsika Estate’s enchanting seclusion, captivating views and 
evocative ambiance encapsulate the incandescent beauty of Santorini. 
A 350 sq.m. grand estate with 5 bedrooms spread in two levels, the 
estate sleeps 10 people and comes complete with staff, including an 
Executive Chef and butler. The spectacular villa has ample outdoor 
space overlooking Santorini’s grand volcano, featuring a large pool, 
jacuzzi, multiple relaxing areas, barbeque facilities and private helipad. 
Surrounded by nothing else but the wild nature of Santorini, Nafsika 
Estate is an elegant villa drenched in exclusivity and serenity.

www.nafsikaestate.gr

A unique passage to Santorini’s magic

Santorini, Greece

NAFSIKA ESTATE, SANTORINI

LUXURY VILLAS
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Tucked away within the medieval village of Megalohori, Vedema, A 
Luxury Collection Resort is an intimate retreat of 46 spacious suites 
and villas, all with their own terraces and many with private jacuzzis 
or pools. Inspired by and built around a 400-year-old winery that 
dominates the heart of the property, Vedema encourages a carefree, 
barefoot philosophy in an exclusive setting. Refined dining options 
include Alati for innovative seafood-inspired cuisine, and Pergola for 
breakfast and traditional Greek lunch by the pool, while Canava Wine 
Bar sits in the depths of the resort, providing a fascinating backdrop for 
ceremonial wine tasting experiences.

www.vedema.gr

An authentic village retreat in an exclusive setting

Santorini, Greece

VEDEMA
A LUXURY COLLECTION RESORT

SANTORINI



Santo Maris Oia Luxury Suites and Spa is a lavish and serene retreat, 
located in the breathtaking island of Santorini. Separated into three 
sprawling neighborhoods and inspired by the light and the colors of 
the island, our guests can linger in their personal verandas with heated 
Jacuzzis and spanning views in every suite; stroll around the alleys 
surrounded by greenery; splash around the dazzling infinity pools; 
gaze at the magical vistas to the Aegean Sea and the renown sunset 
of Oia, making their stay an exclusive experience. The perfect holiday 
rhythm is easy to come at our awarded Royal Spa, at the kitchen of 
Alios Ilios restaurant serving creative Greek cuisine or the Pool Bar and 
the Romantic Bar, both serving expertly mixed cocktails.

www.santomaris.gr

Santorini, Greece

SANTO MARIS OIA 
LUXURY SUITES & SPA

Your Own Island
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Porto Zante is the leading villa resort in Europe where guests enjoy the 
ultimate privacy of world class villas, located directly on the beachfront, 
and exceptional 5* hotel amenities & services. One of the 14 World's 
Best Family Hotels and Best Hotels in Europe by Condé Nast Traveller 
UK, Top 100 Hotels of the World by Hideaways and Europe's Leading 
Beach Hotel by the World Travel Awards, Porto Zante has been the 
choice of famous clientele, including political leaders, important 
businessmen and artists. A unique resort, decorated and furnished 
with selected pieces of Armani Casa and paintings of prominent Greek 
artists, it comprises world class luxury villas on the beach, all with 
private heated pools, 2 Restaurants serving Greek, Mediterranean and 
Asian Fusion cuisine, 2 Bars, an award-winning Private Waterfront Spa, 
a Kids Club and a state of the art Gym by Technogym.

www.portozante.com

Zakynthos, Greece

PORTO ZANTE VILLAS & SPA

Escape to Europe’s Leading Villa Resort
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Zakynthos, Greece

PORTO ZANTE VILLAS & SPA

Escape to Europe’s Leading Villa Resort
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“A GUEST NEVER FORGETS THE HOST 
WHO TREATED HIM KINDLY”

The famous Ancient Greek poet Homer 
defines one of the basic elements of tourism… 

Hospitality



CONTACTS
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info@beleon.com
vip@beleon.com

Reservations
reservations@beleon.com
reservations@luxurytraveldmc.com
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